Epilogue

The Safavid Legacy

Many scholars have described how the sixteenth-century Safavid artists who emigrated to Mughal India and Ottoman Turkey helped found new schools of painting or develop new decorative modes. Artists such as Mir Sayyid ‘Ali and ‘Abd al-Samad left Iran at the invitation of the Mughal emperor Humayun in the late 1540s at a time when Shah Tahmasp was releasing his artists from royal service. At first, their paintings conformed to Safavid pictorial norms [fig. 166], but with the death of Humayun and accession of Akbar in 963/1556 the cool, balanced compositions of Safavid painting gave way to the vibrant intensity of early Akbar period illustrations. At the Ottoman court two sixteenth-century Persian artists, Shah Quli and Vali Jan, introduced a vogue for album drawings that existed alongside the prevailing Ottoman taste for illustrated historical manuscripts [fig. 167]. Likewise, in Uzbek Bukhara Shaykh Zadeh, who had contributed illustrations to the 951/1545–5 royal Safavid Khamsch of Nizami, helped found a distinctive school of painting whose artists adhered to the figural proportions of the late fifteenth-century Herat school rather than those of Shah Tahmasp’s Tahriz painters [fig. 168]. The vogue for album paintings and decorative borders at Bukhara may have been influenced by Safavid examples, but the choice of manuscripts to be illustrated reflected the Uzbek preference for eastern Iranian literature.

Yet sixteenth-century painters were not the only means by which the Safavid style reached foreign shores. The textile trade grew in importance over the course of the sixteenth century when raw and woven silk from Gilan and Mazandaran was sold in Turkey or in Europe by way of Aleppo. However, the heyday of Safavid textile exports began with the reign of Shah ‘Abbas I and continued through the seventeenth century, with silk and wool being exported to Europe and Asia and silk and metal thread carpets being presented as royal gifts to foreign embassies. By the end of the seventeenth century certain types of textiles were produced in Iran, copied in India or vice versa, making attribution to one centre or another very difficult. Similarly, the schools of North Indian and Iranian metalwork are closely related in the Safavid period and are often differentiated by inscriptive details or stylistic miniatue that do not answer questions of which way the influence flowed, from east to west or west to east. While Safavid

166 'The P decree of the House of Timur', detail, Mughal India, 1530–55, opaque watercolour and gold on cloth, 108.5 x 108 cm. British Museum, OA 1913-28-01. Although this painting was refurbished in the 17th century, it retains the composition, palette and in some instances the figural style of mid-16th-century Safavid painting and has been attributed variously to Mir Sayyid ‘Ali and ‘Abd al-Samad working for the Mughal emperor Humayun.
seventh-century painters were not the only means by which Safavid style reached foreign shores. The textile trade blossomed over the course of the sixteenth century when fine silk from Gilan and Mazandaran was sold in Europe by way of Aleppo. However, the heyday of the exports began with the reign of Shah 'Abbas I and through the seventeenth century, with silk and wool from Europe and Asia and silk and metal thread presented as royal gifts to foreign embassies. By the seventeenth century certain types of textiles were copied in India or vice versa, making attribution or another very difficult. Similarly, the schools of Persian and Iranian metalwork are closely related in the sixteenth century and are often differentiated by inscriptions on the objects that do not answer questions of which came first, from east to west or west to east. While Safavid

"The House of Timur", detail, Mughal India, 1550-55; oil and gold on canvas, 108.5 x 108 cm, British Museum. Although this painting was refurbished in the 17th century, it imitates, palette and in some instances the figural style of mid-Safavid painting and has been attributed variously to Mir Sayyid al-Samad working for the Mughal emperor Humayun.
blue and white ceramics exerted an influence on Delft wares during the seventeenth century, they were in turn the medium most dependent on external prototypes, both Chinese blue and white porcelains and Indian metalwork shapes. As with textiles, Safavid ceramics in the seventeenth century figured in the expansion of international trade which was propelled by the Dutch and English East India Companies and the later entry of the French and Russians.

Because of the number of European travellers who wrote accounts of their sojourns in Iran and the number of European historians who have consulted these sources, the Safavid influence on other parts of the world, such as Southeast Asia, has received less attention. However, metal ground silks were produced in Iran in the early eighteenth century for export to Thailand; these are woven in the Persian technique but reflect Thai taste. It is equally likely that Indonesian illuminated documents of the seventeenth century relied on Persian prototypes for the gilded arabesque forms used for headings and margins. Some Persian ideas reached other parts of the world not through direct trade but second-hand. Thus Moroccan bookbindings of the seventeenth century that appear to be based on Safavid examples were more likely derived from Ottoman bookbindings which in turn were influenced by Safavid prototypes.

Iranian art of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, of course, developed on the foundations that were laid in the Safavid period. Oil painting on canvas, lacquer wares, glass and the Europeanizing style of painting had all been introduced by the late Safavid period. Vase, Herat and garden carpets, first produced under the Safavids, continued their long lives into the twentieth century. The perennial fascination with Persian carpets throughout
The Western world has certainly contributed to the longevity and revival of the various Safavid styles, although none of the modern versions can match the colour harmonies and technical perfection of the great classical carpets of the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Perhaps more important than the continuation of Safavid carpet designs themselves has been the abiding belief that Persian carpet makers are among the best in the world. This reputation and the self-belief on which it is based are directly connected with the exceptional products of the Safavid era and the universal respect in which they were held by all who remarked upon them.

While industrialization and cheap imports from South and East Asia have taken their toll on many of the traditional crafts of Iran, the making of glazed tiles for the repair of major Safavid monuments has continued unabated. In the Masjid-i Imam (Masjīd-i Shah) in Isfahan, work on the tiled exterior of the dome proceeds on the ground, where an enormous curved form in the dimensions of a section of the dome receives the tiles that will eventually be placed on the dome. Although the use of such a form may not date back to the Safavid period, the local production of glazed tiles for

Since the refurbishment or building of monuments has remained a standard practice since the Safavid period and well before, probably going back to the thirteenth century.

For historians Safavid art and architecture mirror the times in which they were made and are the visual testimony of the taste and status of their patrons. Yet nearly five hundred years since the founding of the Safavid dynasty the power of its art is manifest in more than the continuing repetition of its designs on carpets or other objects and in its ability to stimulate continuing scholarly debate. The fact that Safavid art has inspired twentieth-century artists as diverse as the potter Carolinda Tolstoy [fig. 169] and the jeweller Carlier [fig. 170], not to mention Iranian artists working within their own cultural milieu, illustrates its lasting allure.

Forged in the sixteenth century in the same process that united the eastern and western halves of Iran, Safavid art and design achieved an exceptional level of refinement under its first real Maccenas, Shah Tahmasp, but the impetus for its dissemination originated in the reign of Shah 'Abbas I and, once begun, the process never ceased.
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Glossary

abr cloud-like foliage
'aliks either gold-painted illumination or stencilled decoration
'alam metal standard carried in Shiite processions
ashura the 10th of Muharram, anniversary of the battle of Karbala and martyrdom of Husayn, the son of 'Ali and grandson of Muhammad
badia wine bowl
Bostan The Garden, a masnavi poem by the poet Sa'di
caravela inn for travellers (often merchants) and their animals, with storage for their goods
ch'iin fabulous deer-like animal with flaming hooves, of Chinese inspiration
cueta de cerámica (lit. 'dry cord') ceramic glazing technique in which the colours are separated by a waxy substance before firing, which melts and turns black during firing but keeps the colours from running
dafar a register or bundle of papers tied together
Divan collected works of poetry or other writings by a single author
divan a collection of a poet's works; the office of the principal administrators of the government
davankhaneh court of justice
Falahreh Book of Devotion, thought to have been written by Ja'far al-Sadiq
farangi (lit. 'Frank') foreigner, usually referring to Europeans; also Frankish pattern
garak-yarag purveyor, person in charge of supplies
Garshasp-nameh The Story of Garshasp by Abu Nasr 'Ali ibn Ahmad Asadi of Tus
ghazal verse form of five to twelve lines, often used for love poems
ghulam (lit. 'slave') non-Muslim, usually of Armenian, Georgian or Circassian origin, who entered Safavid military or administrative service
Gulistan The Rose Garden, a book of collected anecdotes by Sa'di
hudith holy writings
hafiz poet of seven-verse strophes
hannam public or communal bath
hazar baf (lit. 'thousand weave') glazed and unglazed brick decoration
imam prayer leader; in a Shiite context, the infallible, divinely guided leader
islami ivy and spiral pattern
ivran open-fronted vault used as an entry portal or facing onto a courtyard
javvar-sazi animal design
ghad holy war
kashkul begging bowl, derived from the shape of a wine bowl
Khamsah Five Tales, a collection of five poems by the poet Nizami and later by Amir Khusraw Dihlav
khanaskh devush or other building for Sufi devotion
khat'a Chinese floral pattern
khutbat declaration of the name of the reigning monarch at Friday prayers in the congregational mosque
kizkhaneh library room artist's workshop
Kufic Arabic script with squared letters
madrasa Muslim religious college
madras large open square
mash'ad pillar-shaped candle stand
masnavi verse form consisting of rhyming couplets (distichs), often of extended length, suitable for epics
mehrab arched niche indicating the direction of prayer, i.e. the direction of Mecca
mi'am'ar architect
mehrbar keeper of the seal
muda-bashi chief cleric
muqarnas honeycomb or stalactite decoration used in transitional zones from square or polygonal walls to domes and arches
murqab' album of calligraphy or pictures or both
murshid-i kanval spiritual leader
naqqash 'decoral art' (trans. Martin B. Dickinson)
naqqash 'specialist who translates' cartoons or drawings into patterns for textile and carpet weavers
nasta'liq 'engineering script', cursive script favoured in Safavid Iran
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nisba | the descriptive part of a Muslim name that refers to geographical origin, family or profession

padishah | emperor

qadi | Islamic judge

qasariyya | royal or luxury bazaar

gulshan | base of a hookah or water pipe

qanat | underground water channel originating in mountains and serving plains and lowlands

qibla | direction of Mecca, to which Muslims face when praying

qil'a | calligraphic sample

qurashi | arms bearer, royal bodyguard

sadr | supervisor of religious endowments, chief of religious affairs

sarsabah | illuminated double-page frontispiece

Shahnameh | Book of Kings, by Firdausi, the Persian national epic

shamsi'dan | candlestick in the shape of a truncated cone with a cylindrical socket

shamsa | sunburst-shaped illuminated medallion

Shiite | follower of the Shi'a, Muslims who believe the caliphate is hereditary and are partisans of 'Ali and his descendants

simurgh | mythical bird similar in form to the phoenix

sufi | follower of one of the four Muslim legal schools, the Hanafi, Hanbali, Maliki and Shafi'i

sura | long-necked flask

suratgari | figurative painting

taj | crown or cap worn under a turban

taj-i Haydari | felt turban cap with tall bonnet and twelve gures worn by Qutbsh followers of the early Safavids

talar | pordi consisting of a flat roof on tall, wooden columns

thuluth | one of the six classic curvive Arabic scripts

'tulama | Muslim clerics or those learned in Islam

unvan | illuminated chapter heading

vazir | vizier, government minister

vazir-i kahl | chief minister

waqf | religious endowment

wasi | human- and animal-headed arabesque scroll

zaviyeh | meeting room for the faithful
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mythical bird similar in form to the phoenix

follower of one of the four Muslim legal schools, the Hanafi, Hanbali, Maliki and Shafi'i

long-necked flask

figural painting

crown or cap worn under a turban

eft turban cap with tall plume and twelve gores worn by

Quribsh followers of the early Safavids

porch consisting of a flat roof on tall, wooden columns

one of the six classic cursive Arabic scripts

Muslim clerics or those learned in Islam

illuminated chapter heading

viar, government minister

chief minister

religious endowment

human- and animal-headed arabesque scroll

meeting room for the faithful
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